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The perfect solution for small to medium spaces!



Dustbane’s Hurricane Series
Auto-scrubbers, also known as auto scrubbers, are a type of floor cleaning machine that are used to scrub a 
floor clean of light debris, dust, oil, grease or floor marks. These machines have either rotary (disk) or cylindrical 
scrubbing head and an automated system for dispensing cleaning solution and then vacuuming it up. So, in one 
pass over the floor, a user can dispense cleaning, scrub it into the floor, then vacuum it all up with an auto-scrubber 
squeegee attachment at the back of the machine. Auto-scrubbers have a separate dispensing (solution tank) tank 
and a collection (recovery tank) tank to keep your clean water from your dirty water and can be categorized into 
one of two main types: walk behind or riding.

Modern auto-scrubbers have a pre-sweep option that removes the need to sweep the floor before scrubbing. 
The pre-sweep brush head is placed in front of the vacuum system to collect dust and debris before it can block 
the vacuum system. In the past it was important to sweep the floor before scrubbing to remove any debris and 
dust that could clog the vacuum hose or build up in the vacuum motor, which can decrease performance. If this 
happens, the vac hose may need to be removed to clear the obstruction and/or the vac motor may need to be 
blown out with compressed air.

Stripping solution should never be used as it can cause damage to the solution dispensing system, but can still 
be vacuumed up by the machine without harm. Occasionally, the solution system should be flushed with water 
mixed with vinegar to remove any soap and calcium deposits that could build in the solution system.

After each use, the dispensing (solution) and especially the collection (recovery) tanks should be emptied and 
rinsed out to prevent dirt build up. Also, the pads/brushes, vac hose, and squeegee should also be rinsed to 
prevent dirt build up. The vac motor should be run for several minutes afterwards to remove any moisture that 
could be present in the vac motor to reduce chances of corrosion that could damage the vac motor. Failure do to 
this maintenance could cause in a loss of vacuum airflow and increase in costly repairs.

The exclusive squeegee system assures
high performance throughout the cleaning task. It provides
incomparable drying results even on the most difficult surfaces due to a very 
unique design. The blades can be used on 4 sides before needing replacement.

The Exclusive Squeegee System



Dustbane’s Hurricane Series

Removable recovery tank
The recovery tank can be removed 
simply without tools, for easy dirty 
water training and quick access to 
internal compartments.

The Compact Series
They are the perfect fit as their unique size facilitates the cleaning of a 

variety of small to medium size areas.

Height-adjustable handle
The handle can be easily adjusted 
during use to allow for cleaning in 
difficult to reach areas.

Easy to use control panel
The control panel is user friendly, 
minimizing operator error. It 
activates the brush, vacuum motor 
and water supply.

Solution control with 
automatic stop
Save water and detergent! Solution 
flow shuts off when the brush drive 
stops, minimizing waste.

Hurricane 850 XTTHurricane 610 ScooterHurricane 610 XTTHurricane 400 XTT

The Hurricane Series auto-scrubber greatly simplifies the cleaning, reduces fatigue and rapidly clears away dirt on the floor. Equipped 
with a powerful suction motor, it is able to clean dry dirt, dust and liquids from floors in one single pass. Compact in size, it still offers 
large solution and recovery tank.



For more information visit : 
www.dustbane.ca
or contact your sales representative/
authorized distributor.

Specifications
Mini Maxi 450 XTT

Model Number 19352-C-AGM 19355-C-AGM 19362-C-AGM

Productivity 
(Theoretical at max speed)

14,000 sq.ft/hr 
(1301 sq.m/hr)

17,980 sq.ft/hr
(1670 sq.m/hr)

18,836 sq.ft/hr
(1750 sq.m/hr)

Scrubbing Width 14” (36 cm) 18” (45 cm) 20” (51 cm)

Squeegee Width 18” (45 cm) 22” (55 cm) 24” (61 cm)

Number of Brushes 1 x 14” (1 x 35 cm) 1 x 18” (1 x 45 cm) 1 x 20” (1 x 51 cm)

Brush/Pad Speed 140 rpm

Brush Motor Power 200 W 350 W

Vacuum Motor Type 3-stage (550 W)

Water Lift at Squeegee 40” (102 cm) 44” (113 cm)

Traction Motor No

Solution Tank Capacity 4 Gal (15 L) 8 Gal (30L) 11 Gal (40 L)

Recovery Tank Capacity 5 Gal (19 L) 8 Gal (30 L) 12 Gal (45 L)

Tank Construction Rotational Molded Polyethylene

Power Supply 24 V (2 x 12 V)

Maximum Speed N/A

Unit Weight (Without Batteries) 80 lbs (36 kg) 105 lbs (48 kg) 154 lbs (70 kg)

Unit Size (L x W x H)
29” x 16” x 21”

(74 cm x 40 cm x 54 cm)
38” x 22” x 48”

(96 cm x 55 cm x 122 cm)
22” x 33” x 48”

(57 cm x 84 cm x 123 cm)

Run Time 1.5 hrs 2 hrs

Noise Level 68 dB

Dustbane: Simplifying 
the way you clean!


